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METHODS IN GREEK.

In connection with the above title some apprehension may be

pardoned lest the pedagogical value of any efforts having as tlr ir

object the securing of better results from the teaching of Greek
should be seriously called in question; especially so if those efforts

should be suspected of having, as a further object, the popularizing

of a study which many regard as yielding results altogether dis-

proportionate to the energy expended in mastering its subject-

matter. The present writer has no desire to invite criticism on
this score ; it is not as a propagandist or even an apologist of

classical studies that he now takes his pen in hand. Since under-

graduate days, his own intellectual pabulum has been too largely

drawn from materials furnished by the mathematical and natural

sciences (especially Astronomy and its ministering subjects) for

him to doubt their transcendent value both from a formal and a

utilitarian standpoint. For developing the power of inductive

reasoning—the most valuable intellectual gift which an ideal edu-

cation can bestow upon man—they have no equals. Their appli-

cation to the different purposes of trade and commerce is so mani-

fold, so indispensible, that it is cheerfully conceded that they must
forever remain the chief instrument of an enlightened educational

system. But while all this is undoubtedly true, still there is a

strong likelihood that a certain proportion, however small, of the

product of such a system, will continue to be scholars trained in

the language, the literature and philosophy of ancient Greece.

It is even desirable that such should be the case. The probability

is surely strong enough to justify some labor in this small corner

of the educational vineyard; the desirability will be duly con-

sidered before proceeding to a detailed explication of the objects

of this paper.

Treating a certain negative phase of the subject first, it may
be urged that no one should ever enter upon the study of a

language which one does not intend to follow to a definite con-

elusion, that is, until one is able to read and write it with tolerable

ease. The advantages of language study are not reaped in any

great degree until after the intelligent mastery of a language

Of course some disciplinary value may attach itself to the initial
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and intermediate stages of language study; if the subject-matter

is properly presented; hut hardly to such an extent as to justify

the expenditure in such a way, of time which might be devoted

to other studies of equal or greater disciplinary value, and with

which there is associated a more pronounced and immediate

utility. And again, under a system like our own, where know-

ledge of the elements of a language is tested by a written

public examination, the subjoet-matter is hardly ever properly

presented. The temptation is very strong for the teacher

to see that his pupils have a knowledge, more or less tem-

porary, of the required element- for the required occasion,

without troubling himself too much with the way that knowledge

is acquired, since the hitter point is not, as a rule, brought

into evidence by the ordinary written examination. There-

fore the point is hert strongly urged that those only should

embark on the study of d language, who have the time and in-

clination to proceed to its intelligent mastery.

Among the advantages which one who had thus made the

language, in a sense, his own, would reap, possibly the most
obvious, if not the most important, would be what might be called

i he verbal advantage. For the purposes of technical, scientific, or

philosophical study, the Greek had in one respect a certain advan-

tage over au English-speaking person of to-day. The former's

langauge, while copious, was not composite, and readily lent it-

self to the expression of any conceivable idea. But all the ninety

thousand Greek words, whose accentuation was determined by
the Alexandrian grammarians, were built up, by a process of deri-

vation and composition, from a comparatively few root word.-,

which latter would form the vocabulary of common things, the

vocabulary of childhood. Now every one knows how much more
of strength and vividness inheres in the common words, acquire 1

in infancy, than in the more complex terms acquired in later life.

The word, " strength," for example, is for us a word full of life

and vigor, the term, "calisthenics/' which we may not hear until

adult life, is merely a symbol, like x—to which a certain meaning
must be attached; none of the products of our primitive experi-

ence are present to suggest, strengthen, or emphasize the meaning
of the new word. To the Greek, however, its meaning is, in all

In fulness, reinforced by legions of primitive associations. With
its component words, homo's and oOtvos, he has been familiar from
childhood; and their meanings now merge together in a new pro-

duct, which retains the strength and vividness of its originals.

Practically no sen ntific or philosophical term existed or could
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exist in his language which would not, on its first hearing, convey
its own meaning to the most illiterate citizen of Athens. To an
Englishman, however, the study of a new science presents not

only the difficulties inherent in its subject-matter, bul also those

connected with the mastery of a new language. The terms used
are for the most part, to him, uncouth and meaningless, and his

first care must be. to familiarize himself with an immense vocabu-

lary. During the times immediately succeeding the renaissance,

the study of Latin was urged on practical grounds, as all know-
ledge of any value was then locked up in that language. It might

be said, with at any rate an approximation to the truth, that the

magnificent results of modern scientific investigation are, if not

locked up in the Greek language, at least concealed beneath its

vocabulary.

It is not contended for a moment that the above constitute-

any valid reason why the study of Greek should precede the study

of natural science. The scientist, in a sense, does learn Greek

:

but he learns it as he requires it, and in the process disregards

these portions of the language not essential to his purposes. His

labor in this connection is consequently immensely less than would

be the case, were he to make a formal study of the language a pre-

liminary to a course in science. While no one would be justified

in learning Greek merely on account of its connection with modern
scientific terminology, still it is here urged that one who has for

other purposes already acquired the language, has in this respect

an incidental advantage not shared by the non-classical reader, who
has not received a special scientific training. As the Greek scholar

is familiar with the words entering into scientfic terms in their

sentence connection, they appeal to him with a freshness and vigor

of meaning, which no English dictionary can lend them.

It is quite true that the validity of the above argument has been

challenged by very formidable authorities. But it seems to the

writer that Professor Bain in his admirable work, " Education

as a Science," has scarcely treated this phase of his subject with

his accustomed fairness. It is quite true, as he asserts, that a

Latin word has seldom the same meaning that its English deriva-

tive has. But he omits to state that it has a related meaning; its

meaning, though not the same, is always similar to that of its

English derivative. And with this caution in mind the learner

will be almost as much benefited by the similarity of meaning,

as he would by its absolute identity. The Latin word " accipio,"

means not " I accept," but, " I receive.'" The relation, however.

is obvious. Professor Bain's argument would be a fair one, in
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this connection, only if the meaning of " aecipio " were absolutely

unrelated to that of the English word "accept." With regard to

scientific terms derived from the Greek he urges the objection

thai there is often ambiguity involved if the literal meaning of

the Greek original is our guide. This would apply to the majority

', of English words as well, if taken apart from their context, if,

apart from its setting', we examine the word " barometer," we

might imagine that it referred to some kind of scales; but seeing

it in a sentence-connection, we should hardly be likely to assign

it a wrong meaning. One may grant that a Greek scholar would

be more inclined to connect "aneurism' with a'rtvpoz than

with at'svpi'i-w but the meaning in the former case would

not be justified by the context. When the English word " aneur-

ism " was first coined, it would have been spelt aneurysm (from

a I'EvpvvGo, \\\vc>x\£\\avevpv6fx6s, as cataclysm, from HarauXvCco,

through H(XToui\vG)Ao>^ had proper linguistic precautions been

taken. But in any event the meaning is not hard to trace. And
the principle of contrast would be as effective as that of similarity

in vivifying its meaning. In those few cases where the literal

meaning of the word would be misleading, as in " Methodist,"
" eudiometer," it may be pointed out that the literal meaning was

not misleading when the English word first appeared. In every

case such meaning is significant of interesting attendant circum-

stances connected with the first introduction of the word.

But the more positive advantages which accrue to a Greek

scholar, and the only ones which would justify any educational

system in attempting to produce Greek scholars, in however

limited numbers, are those derived from the literary value of the

fully-mastered language. And here one might attempt to correct

the impression, which to a certain extent prevails, that transla-

lions of the Greek classics are able to convey, approximately

enough, this literary value, in so far as any such exists: A short

time ago the present writer dictated to a high school class a prose

paraphrase (with which some pains had been taken), of a portion

of the first Canto of Scott's " Lay of the Last Minstrel." Though
the poem referred to had been quite recently read to the class,

no one recognized the stojpy in its altered form. The original was

then -n ad to the class, and the members were invited to point out

any difference in meaning between the story as told in prose, and

t lie story as told in verse.
.
No difference whatever was discern-

ible Yet the difference .in effect was exceedingly marked. The
prose version made very insipid reading, while the original was

grand ami magnificent. The class was then asked to symbolize

4
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the bare meaning by the character a. They then decided that

the prose version could be accurately symbolized by the character

a alone, as it contained the bare meaning and nothing more.

The poetical version also contained the hare meaning, and some-

thing more, which was symbolized by x. So a + x would repri

sent the original poem. Xow a + x was grand and inspiring ; and
the class was then directed to a consideration of a + x— x=a, the

prose version. This was decidedly insipid. The class was then

invited to consider the relative merits of a + x and of a. It was

decided that a + x was very many times more valuable than a,

consequently that x was many times more yalulable than a.

This x they now deckled to call " literary effect," which therefore,

in their opinion, was many times mure valuable than the hare

meaning. And who will say that they were wrong \

But literary effect, which in literature, as distinct from text-

books and scientific and technical works, is so much more valuable

than the bare meaning, is something which is the effect of many
causes. It is influenced by the linguistic and historical associa-

tions of the words used (compare " horse " and " steed ") by the

varied relations of the different words in the same sentence—by
the relation between the words used and the theme on which they

are employed. The same words may be made to yield a vastly

different literary effect by a slight change in the order of their

arrangement in a sentence. " Diana of the Ephesians is Great,"

hardly appears as the same sentiment, in the form, " Great is Diana

of the Ephesians." It may be said that each literary production

has a literary effect of its own, which any paraphrase, any change

of form, any change even in the word-order will destroy, or greatly

modify. When such is the effect of paraphrase, what must be the

effect of a translation ? This effect is especially enhanced when

the translation is from a synthetic to an analytic language ; and

most especially when from a synthetic language with a copious

vocabulary, and developing the most subtle distinction in both

word-meaning and sentence-meaning, to an analytic language with

a limited vocabulary, and comparatively indifferent to refined

linguistic distinctions. The most a translation can accomplish is

to give the bare meaning; the literary effect must be completely

lost. It is not denied that a translation has literary effect, and

may have literary value. But it is the literary effect of the trans-

lation, and having its origin in the translator. It is not the

literary effect of the original, nor docs it in any way reflect the

literary genius of the author. To read Homer, one musl master

Greek.' Pope's " Iliad " is not Homer's " Iliad "
;
nor is Jew

" Republic," the " Republic " of Plato.
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Now the literary value of any language, of any literary pro-

duction, is something which cannot be demonstrated; it must be

felt. The relative literary value of Greek and of any other tongue

may be stated; but the statement can be supported by indirect

evidence alone. The evidence of English men of letters, who are

familiar with both English and Greek, is practically unanimous

in favor of the great literary superiority of Greek. The evidence

of literary men of other nationalities, who understand both their

own language and the ancient tongue of Greece, is practically

unanim< us in favor of the literary superiority of the latter. Their

testimony has greater weight from the fact that their necessarily

greater frtniiliarity with their native tongue must enable them to

appreciate nmre fully its literary value; and their estimate of the

literary value of a foreign tongue, however carefully mastered,

must always be an under rather than an over-estimate. In this

connection it is hardly necessary to state that an estimate of the

comparative literary value of two languages is worthless, unless

( ling from one who is a fair master of each, and that a bias in

favor "I' the language with which the critic, is more familiar must
expected, a bias which should be directly proportioned to the

dim rence '!' degree of familiarity. To the above consideration

mn-f be added the undoubted fact that Greek literature has most

powerfully influenced all modern literature. The connection be-

tween the literal nre of Greece and that of any modern European
nation i- more intimate and direct than any connection between
the respective literatures of any two modern nations. The unifying

us of all thai is greatest and most enduring in modern litera-

ture i- found in the literature of ancient Greece. The temptation
i- very strong to dwell upon this point, and to marshal the host

of evidence which may be adduced in its support, but as the last

seldom disputed, space may advantageously be

cc nomized by allowing the unsupported statement to stand.

The political atmosphere of Athens, to which the Greek scholar

is Introduced through the pages of the Attic historians and
orators, cannol but make it- bracing qualities felt in furthering
he political development of the modern citizen. The vigorous

i haracter oJ the Athenian/democracy has never been fully realized
'"' mediaeval or in modern times. Very rarely has Athens,

cither in a literary or political mum, been studied at first hand.
the City and ii- institutions have been viewed by us through

spectacl The description given of the Attic political

by those who are presumably authorities on the subject,

bv an int.: rmixture of Spartan and Reman
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ideas, and the modern world has failed to comprehend the political

thought of those, who were, politically, the wisest of peoples. Our
modern political world is Roman. The Roman Empire never

perished. Its outward form alone was changed; Nearly every

modern political principle which obtains in the greal European
and American nations, originated and developed in the city on

the banks of the Tiber. How different the political conceptions

of the Athenians! How strange to us seems their idea that the

world's great men in politics and war are and have been the

scourges of the world! That they are monsters of egotism, and

that their production is to be discouraged! That the really greal

men whose existence is a boon to the community are those who
devote their lives to the furtherance of literature, science an 1 an !

For the successful general the Athenians had chains (witness ^\Iil-

tiades). For the ambitious statesman, exile (witness Themis-

tocles—Cimon—Aristides) ; on the other hand, their great
]

and philosophers they crowned, and placed in the highest seat of

honor. In the modern Roman empire (i.e., the realms of the great

powers) the successful general and the ambitious statesman, who-,

restless and boundless egotism may have disturbed a continent's

peace and ruined the happiness of millions, dwell in palaces, while

their men of literature may be found in attics. How strange,

again, the Athenians' idea that rulers and intellects, mighty with

the instinct of governing, were not needed; that their parliament

(the bule) was not to be their ruler, but merely their adviser

—

that the people should in fact as well as in theory govern them-

selves, make their own laws, instead of intrusting that power to

so-called representatives! Whether right or wrong, Athenian

political economy was the antithesis of the Roman, which is ours.

And the Greek scholar has the advantage of viewing sharply con-

trasted systems.

Again in matters intellectual, the Greek spirit was essentially

a free spirit, an enquiring spirit. Considering the position from

which they started, the progress made by the Greeks in science

and philosophy was wonderful. Here again there is popular mis-

conception with regard to Greek scientific attainments. The

superstition of Rome, and the ignorance of the middle ages have

been erroneously imputed to a people who valued the search foi

the truth, the freedom of intellectual investigation, as the very

breath of life. The system of astronomy, which we know as the

Copernican. was first elaborated by the Greek philosopher,

Pythagoras; and when first discussed in medieval times was

known as the Pythagorean system. ( enturies before the Christian
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era Aristarchus of Samoa applied geometrical principles to the

determination of the sun's distance from the earth in terms of

the moon's distance. His theory was correct, though imperfect in-

struments rendered his results valueless. Greek attainments in

geometry are well known. The accident of the Roman conquest

quenched the spirit of free investigation amongst the Greeks and

retarded the progress of the human race by fifteen centuries.

Essentially Greek is the modern spirit of scientific investigation.

The spirit which stands for the untrammelled freedom of the

human intellect still breathes in the clear atmosphere of Athenian

literature, and cannot but affect its votaries.

Although the absolute progress made by the Greeks in the

physical and natural sciences was, owing to lack of time, insig-

nificant, the same cannot be said with regard to the mental and

moral sciences, in which the Greeks made solid progress. Here
again the reputation of the Greeks' intellect has suffered through

the bondage in which the philosophy of Aristotle is supposed to

have held European thought during so many centuries. The
prevalent philosophy of those times, however, was not the phil-

osophy of Aristotle, but that of the scholastics, and imputed by

them to him. Scarcely any of the scholastic philosophers had read

or could read Aristotle in the original. Here again the world

has judged the Greeks, not by what it knows of them at first hand,

but by what others have reported about them.

Again it may be urged that in this respect good translations

would do for us all that the originals can do, where matter of

lad alone is concerned. So far as the natural and mathematical

sciences are involved, the point is freely conceded. Euclid's ele-

ments may be as advantageously studied in an English translation

as in the Greek original, even by one who is equally familiar with
both languages. Hut in political economy and philosophy it is

diff< rent. The literary effect, the spirit of the original, is neces-

i.v here to arouse the attention and chain the interest of the

reader. The great languages of modern Europe have essentially

the same structure; and in translating from one to the other, it is

i'"' so difficult to reproduce some portion at least of the literary

•effect and of th< spirit which animated the author. In translating

from Greek into a modern tongue this is next to impossible.

Kant and 1I< rbarl <1<> not suffer in translation, as Plato and Aris-

le 'In.

Then as to what may be called the general aesthetic effect of

Greek literature, we must never forget that Greek was a language
Spoken when the world was young and full of the vigor of youth,

8
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a vigor which Greek literature fully reflects: while in the writiu

of to-day are reflected the hopelessness and despondency of old

age; to the former we turn as an aged man to the records of h

long-past youth, to renew, it' but for a brief time, the brighta

ami vivacity of early days.

The argument that Greek should be studied by some, since it

is the language in which the New Testament was first written ami

into which the Old Testament was first translated, is mentioned

here mainly to notice a criticism of Professor Bain's in this con-

nection. All that is necessary, he maintain-, for the purposes of

biblical study, is that the student know New Testament CI reck,

disregarding completely what is known as classical Greek. This,

coming from the originator of the differential theory of presenta-

tions, must surely be the expression of prejudice and not convic-

tion! Let the theory which Dr. Bain has himself originated be

applied here: " What we are conscious of in presentation—even

in the simplest materials of knowledge-—is not so much the pre-

sentation itself as the difference between it and other presenta-

tions." To have read one book in Greek does not by any means

qualify a student to pose as a critic even of that book. Before

his criticism can be valuable lie must lie a thorough master of the

language in which the book is written. He must have general

apperceptive centres already formed to which the different points

in connection with a particular work may be referred. Much of

what passes as biblical criticism is absolutely worthless because

its authors lack that intelligent knowledge of the Greek language

which should form a basis for the construction of a critical judg-

ment. It may be here observed that even in Old Testament

exegesis the Greek cf the septuagint is more valuable than the

Hebrew. For the literature of the latter language i-. so meagre

that we lack that power of relation,, which is so essential for the

critical interpretation of a 'text. With the Greek translation the

case is different. The Herbew we know, ami must always con-

tinue to know, but imperfectly. With the Greek we may become

thoroughly acquainted. So the Greek septuagint version is more

valuable than the Hebrew text, as the former is necessary to the

correct understanding of the latter.

Language is necessary as an implement of thought. Without

language intellectual activity, except in its simplest forms,

impossible. The genesis of language in the history of the human

race undoubtedly was due to the felt necessity of thought. Mental

activity expressed itself in language; the latter i- the result of

the former. But it is hard to imagine action without correspond-
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re-action; and so while increased clearness of mental vision

- in the further refining and perfecting of its vehicle,

language, it is surely a warranted inference that the refining and

Cting of language tends to increase and render more effective

p, hi forms of mental activity. The particular direction in

which this re-action manifests itself may possibly be to lessen a

particular failing to which the mind is naturally prone in con-

nection with the process of inductive reasoning. The failing

alluded to is the following: Generalization is a more natural pro-

3 than differentiation. The child recognizes the genus before

ih, species. To the newly-born babe the entire external world is

one undifferentiated Continuum—all things arc alike. Mental

ivity is marked by the process of differentiation, but to this

process the mind offers a certain resistance. Its tendency is to

ignore differences. Now in inductive reasoning the tendency of

the mind is to dwell with a certain impatience upon particulars, ami

to pass a- quickly as possible to the general conclusion. The great

weakness in all human thought is that we generalize upon in-

sufficient data. We do not observe enough particular instances,

nor are we sufficiently on the look-out for points of difference in

particular instances themselves, to justify the general con-

elusions which are often formed. The writer's belief that linguistic

atudy properly pursued tends to check this general tendency is

based upon experiments conducted by himself upon classical high-

school pupils, with regard to their power of forming correct con-

elusions from certain data. lie realizes that the theory may itself

be but an iii tance of that tendency to hasty generalization which
he condemns. It should not, therefore, be styled either belief or

theory; hut is hesitatingly put forward as a thought which might
justify further and more extended experiments.

Now, should this inti raction between thought and language
actually exist, as does not semi improbable, it might be held to

follow that the more perfeci the language the greater its value
in this very connection. Now whether considered with regard to

' and structur< of its vocabulary, or the richness of its

em, Greek is the most perfect instrument of human
'bat exists or has^xisted. The differences between it and

principal modern languages are so marked that a student, in

!
Greek, musl readjust all his previous ideas with respect

A- compared with the Hellenic tongue, a modern
Ian differs little from our own. The effect - of

i little more than to increase our vocabulary. The
. on the other hand, enlarges our linguistic
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horizon in all directions. The value of a language as an instru-

ment of thought may he roughly stated to be in inverse proportion

to the number of words needed in the expression of ideas (as com
pared, of course, with other languages), and in direct proportion

to its facilities for expressing delicate shades of thought, In the

former respect Greek supremacy is conceded. We all know that in

translating from Greek into English, to express the different

shades of meaning is so difficull that as a rule it is not attempted.

\nd the ordinary English rendering of a Greek text contains.

generally speaking, merely an approximation to the meaning of the

original. With regard to this last point, a description of the

many facilities possessed by the language to express minute dif-

ferences in meaning, would require a special treatise. We might,

however, notice in passing the following striking facts: Upwards
of ninety thousand Greek words were enumerated by the Alexan-
drian grammarians. Considering the synthetic character of the

language, this total would be multiplied many times as measure 1

by analytic standards (the verb, e.g., contains hundreds of forms,

and £\eXvni] might justly be classed as a separate word from
Xvco ), while English, possibly the richest of all great modern
languages, 'does not contain more than fifteen thousand. Some
one may object that an English dictionary contains from 100,000
to 300,000 words. The English dictionary may, but the English
language does not. That is, if we mean by the English language,

the language spoken and understood by the vast majority of Eng-
lish-speaking people. Of dictionary word- by far the greater

number consist of scientific, technical, or obsolete terms, under-

stood in their entirety by no one. The dictionary contains, not one

language, but many, the technical and scientific terms being under-

stood only by those few whose business it is to understand them.

But the vocabulary of English literature, of the ordinary educated

Englishman, who is not a specialist in some branch of knowledge,

is easily contained within the fifteen thousand limit. But, as has

been pointed out before, no section of the Greek vocabulary had a

sealed meaning for even the illiterate Greek. The conclusion,

then, that we may be justified in drawing, surely is that if langu

reacts in an}' way so as to produce a greater capacity for abstract

thinking, then no language can equal the Greek in this regard.

In what has so far been urged, the writer wishes to avoid the

appearance of attempting to prove too much. It is not claimed

that it is either necessary or desirable that the great majority of

our educated men should be acquainted with the Greek language.

Xo attempt has here been made to assign the subject a higher rela-
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tive position than should be assigned any other study or group of

stu lies, ii has merely been held that the time and trouble, which

are necessary for the acquisition of the language, are not dispro-

portionate to the mental benefits which accrue from that acquisi-
1

tion. When to this is added the fact that, if for no other than

traditional or sentimental reasons, an influential section of the

community will always in.~i>t on some provision being made in

our curricula for the study of Greek, we may regard it as highly

probable thai some portion of our educational energy will con-

tinue to be expendi d in producing a certain (possibly small) num-
ber of (inch scholars. And, therefore, that any effort having as

it- objeel the improvement of the prevalent methods in the teaching

of Greek i- not necessarily devoid of pedagogical value.

Hut it bas not been merely to secure pedagogical respect for the

object of the present effort, that the question of absolute intrinsic

value in connection with the study has been treated at such length.

A furt her object has been to direct attention to a certain feature

of our subject-matter, which should he carefully discussed and
intelligently understood. Nearly every instance above enumerated,
of the advantages of studying the Greek language, has been such

results from a due appreciation of the literature and general
-pint of the language, an appreciation possible only for him who
bas already become its master. On the advantages which may
accrue to him who, having started, halts before the goal is reached,
i.e., the advantages which accrue from the mere process of master-
in-- the language, no stress has been laid. That there are such
cannot he doubted, hut they are altogether disproportionate to the
amounl of time and energy expended in their acquisition. Less
time and energy devoted to other studies would yield equal or

greater results. Our one justification for studying Greek is that
certain solid, undeniable advantages attend upon its complete

ry. Bui thi' methods of leaching at present in vogue never,
or scarcely ever, lend to that complete mastery. In the few in-

here they do, it may he said that better methods would
ave attained the same results in a mere fraction of the time.

generality eye,, ,,f those who are reputed Greek scholars do
naif and irrmerstand Greek. They read or glance

text, the,, frame English sentences corresponding to
and through these English sentences they obtain the
quired. The Greek words and the Greek "sentences do

ip immediately the'corresp< nding ideas, but only mediately
il translation. In tin- way the literary effect is

scholar has received, in return for his time and

12
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trouble, but the advantages incidenl to the learning process itself,

which is rightly held to be but inconsiderable as compared with
energy expended. The method which the writer wishes now to

present is one which aims at avoiding this defeel and at the same
time securing the maximum of benefit in connection with the learn-

ing process itself. He may add that the method embodies the

result of his own experience with three classes under somewhat
unique conditions, and with the exception of two or three modifi-

cations, which have been hut lately incorporated in his method,
has been put to the test of actual experience.

In teaching the alphabet the teacher should first enunciate a

Greek sentence to his class, pronouncing slowly and distinctly

and pausing at the end of each word. This should lie repeated

several times until the pupils become familiar with the different

sounds involved. The written Greek sentence should then he placed

for the first time before the eyes of the class; the teacher should

then pronounce as before, the class pronouncing each word after

him and examining with the eyes the printed characters. When
the sentence has been read in this way, the class should be invited

to associate, in as many cases as possible, sounds which they have

heard, with printed characters in the text before them. One pupil,

for example, may notice that the words ypaqjoo and \aysi have-

one common sound, and one common character. The natural in-

ference is that the common sound is represented by the common
character: and in this way the proper sound is assigned to the

letter y. Another pupil may notice that the words ye and y>) have

the already discovert d letter, together with another character which

must in each case represent the remaining sound of the word. In

this way proper sound values are assigned to £ and ij. After as

many characters in the sentence have had their sound values

attached to them as a proper application of the method permits the

different letters, so 'discovered, should be written upon the hoard

and the pupils drilled in forming them. Other sentences should

then be taken up, until all the characters employed in the langua:

have their significance fully understood by the class.

This ability, thus acquired by the pupil, of assigning to each

character its proper sound, must next be transformed into habit.

This is effected by the pupils reading aloud under the direction

of the teacher several pages of a Greek text, until familiarity with

the characters is assured. The teacher should alternate ii

lessons by writing exercises, he reading slowly and distinctly a

Greek sentence which the class reproduces in writing from the

sound alone of the words as they fall from the teacher's lips, all
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i |;, being closed. At the end of each sentence the teacher will

write the same upon the board, and the work of each [pupil should

be compared with that and mistakes corrected. After the pupils are

able to use with ease the Greek characters, both for reading and

writing purposes, the teacher should then formally present the

alphabet to his class by writing- the characters on the board in their

omar) order and assigning a name to each. The pupils

should then he required to memorize the alphabet so presented,

while the teacher may render them substantial assistance in the

process by himself repealing aloud several times the names of the

letters in the order given—thus, alpha, beta, gamma, delta, etc.

( !are should he taken to direct attention to the resemblance, which,

in many cases, exists between a Greek letter and the corresponding

R< man one: ?./.. /;' and b, S and d, y and g, and i and i, v and u

S and 8, and r and t, and in other cases to the striking differences,

as in ;/ and m.

In presenting the alphabet after the above plan, the process is

treati d both as an end in itself and as a means to a further end,

or rather as having both an immediate and a more remote object

in view, in the former ease it calls into play the discriminating

and relating powers of the pupil's mind in no small degree. He
first obtains an idea of a vague whole, he then subjects this to a

rigid analysis and t<> a subsequent synthesis. The pupil's mental

activity i- aroused and directed in the proper psychological order.

Presentation after the above plan has the further advantage of

being intensely interesting. The writer has seen a class so absorbed

in the above process of mastering the Greek alphabet that an in-

voluntary sigh escaped its members when the ringing of a bell

announced the end of the Lesson period. In the initial and in-

termediate stages in connection with the learning of this language,

although th.- view has been advanced that in themselves they confer
ii" l'Mi" tit commensurate with the expenditure of energy which
they demand, still the utmost care in the development of the pre-

sent method has been observed, in order to insure the greatest

possible menial benefits which the actual learning process itself

can 1m 3tow.

the acquisition of the alphabet, the pupils should
in their hands a Greek reading-book to serve as a

for further instruction in the language. Primary instruction

.
handicapped by the fact that, so far, suitably-edited

for this 9jage hayi not appeared. The writer, however,
emitted to sketch his ideal. First as to matter con-

! consisl of short, ease and entertaining narra-

14
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tive pieces. The first article might be the sb ry of the Argonautic
expedition, following this we might have the " Seven Again t

Thebes," in easy prose form, and a short account of the Trojan
War. Interspersed there might be some of Aesop's fables,

followed by short anecdotes of celebrated men, in which there

should be especially portrayed the manners and customs of the
two typical Greek communities, and the ordinary life of the

Athenian and Spartan citizens. The text should be in a clear,

bold type—the lines doubly spaced, and the short vowels (except
« and o). carefully marked. The different stories should be

arranged in short paragraphs, with English headings, and the en-

tire work should be profusely illustrated, the illustrations aiming
at presenting to the pupil's eyes the every-day environment of the

ordinary Greek citizen, and especially emphasizing point; of dif-

ference between Greek habits and customs and those of the modern
world. While a good, general vocabulary would be necessary, no

special vocabularies would be required; and all grammatical and
explanatory notes might be advantageously omitted. It is essential

that on the occasion of the pupil's first introduction to the actual

study of the language, the principle of sense-realism should be, as

far as possible, applied. Of 'course until our ideal primary book

appears, we must use what material we have; possibly St. John's

Gospel would be as suitable a text as may conveniently lie obtained.

And there are editions of the Greek New Testament which are

issued in more attractive form than those of the Greek Classical

authors. The method, of course, may be applied to any text,

though care and attention exercised in this connection will be re-

warded by correspondingly amid results.

The text selected is now to be placed in the pupil's hands, and

first the teacher and then the pupil reads aloud the paragraph in

Greek. The first sentence is then read by the pupil, afterwards

by the teacher, who now gives the English translation of the sen-

tence as a whole, following it by a word-for-word translation in

the order in which the Greek sentence appears. This word-for-

word translation is repeated two or three times by the teacher,

after which the pupil is invited .to attempt the same. Some pupils

succeed on the first attempt, others may hesitate at on:' or two

words, but scarcely any will experience any real difficulty. The
sentence, once understood, should be translated as above several

times, and finally read as a whole and translated into a finished

English sentence. Even in this the first simple step taken by

the pupil in Ins introduction to the language, it will he noticed

that the activities of the mind have been evoked in the natural

15
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: First, the vague synthesis, then the analysis, and lastly the

explicit synthesis.

A variation of the above method, which the writer has not yet

pul to thi - of actual experience, but which he believes might

give better results especially in the primary stages, would be to

make the first appeal entirely to the ear. All the work above de-

1 in dealing with a sentence might he done rica voce and the

text-b< ned after the class can un lerstand and translate the

Greek words as they fall from the teacher's lips. The appeal to

the eye, the reading, should follow immediately; and what has been

understood through the ear. would then he apprehends 1 by means

the eye Such a plan, at least, would appear to copy nature;

in the proa - of assimilating new material, there is no strain on

the optic nerve, which, though it may appear trivial enough, is

not without its influence in creating; the feeling of effort in con-

a with knowledge-acquisition; and this feeling, in young

pupils at least, i- a decided obstacle to the creation and maintenance

'he interest feeling; in short, there would be nothing- headachy

about such a pr -- : the pupil'- attention would bo constantly

directed to the living teacher rather titan to the dead book.

Thi - i 1 sentence should then be read in the Greek (or, if

the viva voc< method is adopted, enunciated by the teacher). The
pupil should then he asked whether any of the new matter pre-

Iready been met with in the previous sentence. Some
of the commoner words are almost certain to be repeated from

md the pupil will lie likely to recognize such

words as iku—and, fjv (he wis, i)aav (they) were, stpri (h )

r all the repeated words have been recognized and
meanii to them, the new sentence should then be

d as t! sentence had b< en.

nee will now be examined carefully to find, with
wl rial the pupil is already acquainted. Before many

ii read, however, the pupil will meet with an
of the following kind: lie meets with

, oik- form of which, nvVpcoTxo* he has
Thi ndd be the - word, wore it not for the
neb in the oi - i<a G7 r and in the other of.

points of resemblance and difference, he
'•• whether there are corresponding points of

milarity in their respective meanings. He then
-

;

:

' '<• :
'"

3S< ntial meaning- that

" '

" r is used when the noun is in
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the singular number and is the subject of a sentence, while

ayOpGonoov is used when the noun is plural and is translated by

an English prepositional phrase introduced by
,l
of." The essen-

tial meaning- "nian," he will then notice is contained in the part

di dpooTt. The pupil will now enter in a note book, which will

be kept for the purpose, the following observation: " Th< ending

os, added to the stem of some nouns may denote that the noun is

in the singular number and is the subject of a verb. The ending,

00/ may denote that the noun is plural and equivalent to an Eng-

lish prepositional phrase introduced by ' of.'
: Bui in tin- c nne -

tion he will notice another point. He recollects that he has m< t other

nouns ending in cor, and translate d by
lk
of," e.g., v^acbv, of island-,

oaoov of roads, etc, So his new knowledge may be strengthened

by the results of his previous experience. He next notices that

he has met several nouns having a common ending, e.g., oiS and

that they all are plural and translated by an English prepositional

phrase introduced, by "to" or "for." He soon is warranted in

drawing the general conclusion that all Greek nouns consist of tw i

parts, one containing the meaning, and the other showing the

noun's relation to the rest of the sentence. To the part containing

the meaning the teacher now applies the term "stem," to the

other, " case-ending;"

In attempting new sentences the pupil is now called upon to

identify, not only words which he has already met, but also

endings, though the latter may be attached to unknown words.

Since he is aware of the fact that all nouns contain endings, lit-

is constantly alert to discover new instances of the latter; and

soon his note-book .contains by far the greater number. H is

astonishing bow soon a pupil in the process of reading a Greek

text meets with all the ordinary endings of Greek nouns. In

the writer's own experience, he has noticed that his class after

not more than its first page of reading matter had been covered,

came across entire sentences, which they could translate without

difficulty at sight, as every word and every ending had already

been met. An experience of this kind is a grand stimulus to a

class and encourages them wonderfully with regard to the future.

When this stage has been reached, the different endings alrady

collccted may he classified by the pupils, with approximately the

following result:

17
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- Denoting.

1 S ibject of sentence

1. Phrase introduced by "of" (denot

ing generally possession)

3. Phrase introduced by "to" or "for"
lOting generally advantage or

disadvantage)

4. Object «f verb

: I be Bubject addres

Singular
Number.

Dual
Number.

T) a ;;f
i f f a u e

Also sometimes
line form as

ntem.

7/c ov oq

V V l

7jv av ov a

// a 7/c £ c
A so same form

:i^ i-tcm.

aiv olv

a (j s

a u e

Plural
Number.

at oi ff a

atq on; m

tie ()V(_ <', (l

He will now notice that the same ending may be ambiguous,

e.g., sometimes denoting the nominative and sometimes the geni-

tive: though the context will, in almost every instance, leave little

room for doubl as to which case is indicated. Further experience

will teach him thai a particular noun never takes more than one end-

in- for any particular case, e.g., that the noun stem avdpoo7t
always bas the ending o; to indicate that it is the subject of the

verb, and singular in number; never tj or a. Secondly, that

nouns which take the sanie ending in one connection, do not differ

front one another in any endings, i.e., under the same circum-
stances they will all add the same endings. In this way he will

form three grtal groups of nouns, divided into certain sub-groups,
the noun- in any particular sub-group all using, under the same
circumstances, the same endings. Since the facts are now known

he terms ordinarily attached to The different facts may
! " given him; i.e., when a noun is the subject of a sen-

e, it i- said to be in the nominative case; when the object
in the accusative case; when corresponding to an

sh prepositional phrase introduced by " to " or "for," it
! " be in the dative case; when answering to the English

" f address, it i- bid to be in the vocative case. He
told that thejsrocess of adding the different case-

em i- called "declining the noun," and
1 "' the three greal groups which comprise all nouns is

anans 'declension."
lnner ab™ "bed, the pupil has now constructed

ll - '"•"» for himself, by the natural process
1 the Particular to the general; and what he

lit of his own experience; he has actually

18
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used the different case-endings before he bas classified or named

them. His power of understanding the use of the differenl case-

endings does not depend, upon the paradigms which he has

formed, but those very paradigms are the result of his previous

understanding. The c ding in a noun appeals to him

instinctively, if this term may be here used, - o as it is met.

On the other hand, the pupil drilled after the ordinary method,

who first learns hi- paradigms, and then seeks to apply them,

rarely, it' ever, even after years of study, realizes the functions

of the different endings. Deductive reasoning is very difficult

of application, unless the general proposition is the result of o
previous process of inductive reasoning on the .part of the sub-

ject himself. It may be added that in acquiring the above-men-

tioned knowledge, the pupil has become acquainted with, a Urge
number of Greek words and with the general structure of the

Greek sentence.

But concurrently with the acquiring of knowledge with res]

to the noun, the pupil has also learned the main fact- connected

with the other parts of speech. Now certain Greek verbs are of

very common occurrence, and the pupil will not have proceeded

far before he will meet with such form- as yiyveTai (lie)

becomes, yiyvovrai (they) become, eyiyvsm
;
(he) was becom-

ing, eysvsro, (he) became, eyevovro, (they) became. Now
here he will note the subject and certain endings of the verb,

Tai and to, implying a subject in the singular: vrai and vto,

a subject in the plural. Again, that the endings vrai and rai

are used (in this connection) in a present tense, and to aad vro
t

in past tenses. That in the past tenses also, the letter £ i- pre-

fixed to the stem. That the four forms given first are formed

from the same stem, yiyv,; that the two !;i- T observed form- are

built upon the stem yev, which though it resembles yiyv is

not closely connected with it in form. The same ending, and

also a stem-variation, he will notice in connection with other

verbs. The writer has found, so far as his own experience is

concerned, that the teaching of the Greek verb by the inductive

method is much easier than i- the teaching of the Greek noun,

for the simple reason that the' Greek verb has many points in

common with the English verb. The Greek noun has scai

any points in common with the English noun. The Grei

noun is inflected, the English noun i- not. The Greek verb

i- inflected, and so (though not 30 richly) is the English verb.

The English noun has no cases (practically, that is), while the

Greek noun is rich in this respect. The Greek verb and the

19
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".- I|J| Vi rl ' !l; ' v< - '•"' - 'ni!.; r of tenses and the same num-
1,1 r

• and, with bul one exception, the terms used are
the already-acquired knowledge of the pupil may

izcd much more extensively in teaching the verb than in
The following general and immediate resultsto™ aimec

]

;,r: K;,M - T«e different endings and stem-vow,',
carefully disassociated from the stem, and the latter

e:ng a stem peculiar to a certain tense, i.e. that
'"*' example, is a perfect si in, and whenever found will

,

;"
li<

;

; '

1

": amoi^l other things, the perfect tense. No reference
Rh
°"l

d be made <" ,ll( '

P***" atem, ytyv, until it is actually
"' :l ^ntence connection, when i. should be treated by ii-clf

•
and compared as to its meaning with the

rZfy'm
1

^^ Wo*. ^ the irregularities of
;•";''';

•"'V
;

;

h:i
;'

"Idy connected with their stem.forma-
.

"
;

l! " 1 Ae difficulty, in tins regard, is entirely connectedW
,

,th Ui
" Prevalcnt 111(

-

,! -! of studying the language: The verb
'

: =""' -it!, this the pupil is required by
memory to associate other forms which are not

f*?«no another according to one general plan, and which

,.
;'

l,

:

,v " 11
".' ye! met. II, is, inter alia, required to barn

sec), o/o/m/, i,Sm>, eaopaxa, not closely
' '" '"'">

';;;;:
"ol connected at nil so far as stem for™

[

n

llZTTn ThirS Ve^ mri^ Am^y^ section
''

:
"''< "erb, and i, one introduced by the

•««? entirely unnecessary. By treating each Lse-
» separate word, the difficulty entirely disappears The

"
' a,e Bl ^ English pupil (of. the dif-

.f>.;;-enr)Sone; owe, ought). With respect to
^P"P'!-;11 not.ee that the indicative (with one or two

"•Uv.i sbor, vowel immediately attached
the subjunctive by a long vowel »or»- the

."'l' 1

'/.
S°> « °' - ; the fmperative Lod by^"Pi -flnitive by the" tense signs, r,

. /. *•""*? l

' :
"' li " i '' 1 " U>- the 3igu,vr,Ind the

'- 'be sign „„. That the differences in per-

by nliar endings, w'itn
™'y nmiliarizes I '
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Since the case of the noun has been treated ai considerable

length, it has not been thoughl necessary to more than indicate

the different stages in the pupil's progri ss towards acquiring

the knowledge of the verb outlined in the preceding paragraph.

A more detailed understanding of the process may be readily

gathered from what has been said with regard to the noun. It

may be added that a form which is absolutely irregular, i.e., not

formed after a general plan, should be treated as sui generis,

and an absolute meaning assigned to it, just as would be the cas •

with an uninhVected part of speech, e.g., yv
9
means " was," tan,

" is," iivai, "to go." The three irregular tenses of verbs in

fAi might advantageously be treated in the same way, e.g., editiov

~ (lie) was giving -j6oaav~ (they) gave; i'firj = (he) went;

i'yvw = (he) perceived. (The second aorists of (i(\ivco and

yiyvGoffxGo are hu formations.) While pi forma are often met.

they are few in absolute number, i.e., the same forms constantly

recur, so that the pupil soon becomes familiar enough with the

comparatively few verbs of each type. The case- of the adjec-

tive and of the adverb are simple enough. The former arc

declined like nouns, the only new feature which they present

beino- the fact of their agreement with nouns. The comparison

of the adjective and adverb are readily indicated by the suffixes

of comparison, rep, rcxr, etc., and both this and the agreement of

the adjective and the noun are very soon learned by practice.

Of course the few phenomena presented in connection therewith

should be carefully tabulated; but after what has been already

said, both the manner of tabulating ami the gen: ral result must

be quite obvious.

Now with regard to the above method, it may be urge.
I
that

it develops the pupil's mental activity along natural lines, lie pro

ceeds from the particular to the general, his discriminating an I

relating activity is being constantly utilized. He is on the watch

for cases of resemblance and difference. lie reasons both induc-

tively and dcduetivelv, but the inductive process constantly pre-

cedes and forms the basis for the deductive. Again, the most con

Stantly recurring words in any language are likewise the mosl

irregularly formed words in that language. In fad their con-

stant recurrence is the direct cause of their irregularity. Fhe

pitcher which goes often to the well is finally broken.

which is in everybody's mouth loses in time its resemblance to

its original form.' With these which, when presented according to

the prevalent deductive method, are' the hardest to learn, the puj.il

on becomes familiar, as he meets them constantly in actual use.
SO!
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in some noun and verb forms are met with very often, others

= jarcely < r occur; but when these are learned formally, in para-

ti\] fashion, equal ait ration is given to the frequently occur-

ring and to the i onal forms; while by learning' them accord-

ing to the above method, the degree of attention bestowed upon

dil inflectional forms is in exact proportion to the frequency

heir occurr< nee.

'I he difficulty, which mosl pupils experience in passing from

the shorl sentences of the primer to the involved sentences of

continued prose narration is \(i'y marked—so marked, indeed,

thai a year'- drill in translating and writing short sentences seems

to afford no help whatever when the pupils come to deal with

inued narrative. The writer has noticed instances of pupils

who, previous to reading continued narrative, had studied nothing
hut paradigms and formal grammar, make as good progress in

continued narrative as others who had spent, the im-

mediately preceding .year in dealing with shorl sentences. This
i- perhaps due to the fact thai the tendency of the classical lan-

guages is toward (he complex sentence; and the difference between
a complex sentence and a simple sentence is so great that an ex-

clusive training in the Latl r rather unfits a person for dealing

the former. By proceeding according to the method above
tlined, the pupil's energies would be directed from the first to

i h sentenc - such as the Greeks actually used,

ain, from the very first, the pupil actually uses the Greek
Ian for the purposes for which languages are used, to convey

;

id' as; the meth< d approximate s as closely as possible to

Frcm the firsl he experiences the beauties of

:
literature, and musl be influenced in a constantly increase

by the Greek spirit. The method is consequently an
e from the 3tart; the dry abstractions of formal

nar arc absent (the absurdity of teaching grammar before
should be apparent to every thinking man). The diffi-

! formidable lists of exceptions which are so

il'iif as ordinarily instructed, are, accord-
'1 above outlined, learned without the pupil's
I"' process. Life and interest will now charac-

generally regarded as dead and

rhich is obvious at this stage, of treating his

ipelled the writer to neglecl chronologi-
•w revert to that stage in the pupil's

iciently mastered the first paragraph
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presented to him, so as to be able to translate it fluently into

English. He should now commil his English translation to

writing, close his Greek text-book, and re-translate, as best he

can, his English translation into Greek. A iter he has accom-

plished this to the best of his ability, he should compare his own
effort with the Greek text, carefully noting eases of disagreement.

Then, [Hitting aside the Greek, he should translate from the

English again, comparing the result with the text as before. This
process should be repeated until the English translation can be

rendered into Greek without difficulty. The process tends to

vender the pupil an adept in the actual use of the language, and
fixes his vocabulary.

The above method of re-translation is not an entirely new one.

It was employed by Sturm in his celebrated school at Strasburg

in connection with the teaching of Latin, the author used by him
for the purpose being Cicero. The process sounds much more
formidable than it actually is. The writer first experimented

after this manner upon himself, re-translating in the above way
large portions of Thucydides. At the very first the process was
somewhat slow, but facility was very soon attained. After two
or three days' practice, a half-page of Thucydides could be re-

produced from an English translation, into the exact words of

the original, as the result of fifteen or twenty minutes' practice.

The good effects were not confined to the subject-matter of the

author read, but also enabled the writer to translate from ordinary

English prose into Greek with greatly decreased mental effort.

For the last Senior Leaving examination a candidate was pre-

pared by the writer who had taken Greek for but fourteen months

in all. For the three months preceding the examination she was

drilled in writing continued Greek prose in the manner above

outlined, re-translating about three pages of Lysias a week. No
original work in prose (continued) was assigned her. But at the

examination, she rendered the English passage assigned for trans-

lation into Greek in about ten minutes. As she failed in Physics,

her marks were forwarded her, and in Greek prose she obtained

ninety-four per cent. The first time the William Pale scholarship

was awarded (although by reversion) it was won by a candielate

prepared by the writer, whose entire training in continued Greek

prose was obtained in the above way.

The above facts are mentioned merely to show that the writer's

estimate of the value of his method does not rest altogether on

theoretical grounds. The imputation of lack of taste, which he

may incur, is risked to emphasize the fact that the method has
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been pui to the test of practical experience, as the facts, which

. mentioned, can be easily verified. Of course, a written exam-

ination may not be regarded as a trustworthy rest, of scholarship.

A distinction may here be drawn between two distinct classes of

intellectual work, one of which may, and the other of which may
t, be tested by written examinations. To the first belong pre-

scribed authors in any language—periods of history, or whatever

admits of hasty memorization without evidencing real mental

quisition. To the second class belongs such work as does evi-

dence such mental acquisition, in connection with which no pro-

cess of hasty memorization may enable a candidate to present the

appearance of knowledge without the reality, but to reproduce

which evident 1
! s menial power over, anel grasp of, the subject.

Such would be translation at sight, and the writing of prose, the

material aol being drawn from a prescribed text, or a specially

prepared vocabulary. To the latter class, consequently, belong

the two tevSl cases of which mention has just been made.
" Ian," i| may be asked, "why write prose at all? Why
•nld we ma rather be content with understanding the Greek

original without going to the altogether unnec2s:ary 4rouble of

composing in thai language?" The answer is that if we c uld
understand any language without composing in it, then the latter

•
• purely unnecessary trouble, ai any rate in the case of a lan-
guage which we wish to use for literary purposes only. But th •

,ne
I

is impossible without the other. Xo man can under-
arid fully a language which he is unable To use. Action and re-

here, as elsewhere, equal, and we compose in Greek in
thai we may better understand the thoughts already ex-

in Greek. Bui composition should always follow 'what
already learned. We should never use a word or con-

nctioii which we have nol already seen or heard in a sentence
"" 11

- We do n..? do so in the case of our native language.

.

; ' 1 ' before we speak, The common practice of putting into
amis a sp3cial work on prose-composition, containing

ecial vocabularies of words, many of which he has
before seen, and expecting him to compose artificial sen-

tr«tmg th.- grammatical and rhetorical rules arbitrarily
'd course, unspeakably vicious.

'

,

,!: '' above process of mastering the different paragraphs
a rime, be discontinued, at least in some particulars.
some fifteen or twenty pages have been mastered in

the teacher's translating of the different sentences
in« '" "" pupil the new words and new construe
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tions, should cease. The pupil should by this time be well

acquainted with the general characteristics of a Greek sentence,

with all those constantly recurring and irregularly formed words
which form the majority of words in most sentences, and which
under an artificial system are the hardest to teach, and under a

natural system, the easiest to learn; and also with such a copia

verborum that from sixty to a hundred per cent, of tin* words
found in any new sentence will be words with which he i.^ already

acquainted. Thus equipped the pupil must cuter upon another

stage of his progress, in which he will ho expected to construct, by
his own mental activity, acting upon material, partly familiar,

partly strange, the meanings of the different sentences and para-

graphs. This process the writer considers of such importance that

he hopes it will justify some prefatory remarks, which he here

wishes to insert before describing his method in full.

The study of a Greek text, if properly pursued, constitutes a

mental exercise of the highest and most beneficial kind, but as the

finest instruments are the ones most easily spoiled, so, improperly
pursued, this study may not only lose its beneficial properties,

but as the viciousness of the method increases, it is capable of

becoming positively injurious. The dull working out of the mean-
ing of a text by applying to a vocabulary for every unknown word,

and to copious notes for the solution of every grammatical dif-

ficulty, involving, as such a process does, no intellectual activity,

but merely a plodding application, so far from arousing and
developing mental power actually acts as a sedative for any
alreadv awakened. The student has before him a certain text;

his object should be to master the meaning of that text, ami to

express that meaning in his mother tongue without any aid except

that of his own reasoning powers, which, by rendering that aid,

develop their own strength and power; in other words, for tin-

learner it is not the knowledge of the meaning of a certain I xt.

but the way in which that knowledge is attained, that is important.

Xow, as to the method, the student should can-fully read, in

the original, the selected portion of the text, endeavoring, as he

reads, to obtain as accurate an ielea as possible of th diff< rent

words and clauses. Xext, he should take the passage, sentence by

sentence, working out the meaning of each sentence and of each

clause by itself. Xow, in studying a particular sentence, the stu-

dent is already in possession of certain facts with r gard to it,

and by means of these he is to obtain a knowledge of tin- unknown
facts. Xow, we might classify the facts necessary to a proper un-

derstanding of the meaning of a sentence into: 1. Things known.
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is, (6) the meaning of all

in ari al structure of the sentence is alreadv

-. Things unknown—the meaning of certain stems.
Now the tneanii _ • latter we mns rtain (a) by com-

nson with known Greek wo] -. .g., in arparonEdov if the
arner has already arparos and nidiov

t
be onght to have

;1 fair the word's meaning, and if he sees t/yejuoov, "
a

•

'••" G r the firsl time, and has already seen yyiojutt, " I lead,"
the first word should be evident to him; (b) by a

tnparison with English words, e.g., with arparr/yia, "general-
tnpare the English word "strategy"; (c) by the eontexr,

he word mean ( E.g., in the sentence.' yrpcoros 6i
KUapxoS rdj c dvrov ffTpancoras efiia&To Uvai, the grammati-
ca3 ji h«-e very apparent. Xow suppose that we have

>wn word, e/SidCaro, which we know to be a verb. We
the rest of the sentence which would read thus, " And

(i of aU
• • •

hi? own soldiers to proceed." leaving
tllr rh «- word of action, untranslated. ISTow to thia word

a meaning in the li$ »f the context. First, we
!
the facts which might bear upon the meaning of the

rd.
1 1

is in the imperfect tense, denoting an action begun.
.

r extending over a period of time in the past. It is

iddle v ice, in all probability indicating that the action
the advan: the actor. Now as to the circumstance-.

were very unwilling to proceed farther. Gyms
sontrary, were anxious for them to

the character
- earchus, the first of the

lis, a man of stem, uncompromising temper and
So in the light of 'the cvntext we

at the meaning of the verb, " was for
to f« " The student must compel himself,

•fulIJ '

2 the facts and the circumstances in cou-
rt1 fl "' s

' to each word its most probable
r how difficult that may in some cases appear.
- in the extract should then be treated in the
»bly the interpretation of a subsequent' s ntence

ilji£ht upon a preceding on The enti
'

in this manner until the student has
-

' ; Ml idea of its meaning and expressed that
Then, but not before, the die-

™th regard doubtful wordsjand
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in case the student has been mistaken in the interpretation of

any of them, he should endeavour to detect that error in the

nino
|

roi 33 which led him to assign an u ;1 meaning
to 1 In word in question.

After the meaning of the passage has been carefully worked
our in the above way, the student should then proceed to mi

the passage in the original, i.e., to know what the words and
tences mean in Greek. In the great majority of casi -. we do

not try to read Greek or Latin, but we merely give an English
equivalent for each Greek or Lai in word, and then grasi the

through the meaning of the English word; so the Greek or Lai in

text is in such cases merely a cryptograph, which must be de-

ciphered before we can arrive at its meaning, and so the literary

effect of the language is altogether lost. Tin- -urn lord of the

meanings of the different words by no means expresses the mean-
ing of the passage. But. as has already been shown, there is an

added effect produced by the choice and combination of words
which constitutes literary and artistic effect, and tin- is air

altogether lust in translation. So the student should carefully

read over in the Greek the passage which he has work* d out, forc-

ing upon himself a mental image of the idea renres m* d by fa ;h

v. i'd and ly each clause, resolutely refusing to receive that imag
through the medium of an English word; e.g.., in reading the

Greek word ytq>vpa he should force upon his mental vision the

actual picture of a bridge, not, as is almost universally the case,

see before him or pronounce the English word "bridge," and

through that word grasp the idea. Each word in a sea'.- nee. and

finally the sentence as a whole, should be associated at &rs1 hand

with each word-meaning and with the full sentence-meaning.

The passage should be read and re-read until the reading produces

without effort, and without the necessity of even a mental trans-

lation into another tongue, a full understanding of the passage.

Advantages of the method: First, it stimulates mental actb

and so promotes interest; the student feels that the results pro-

duced are his own and that he is not merely a passive receptacle

into which facts may be poured. If properly m >od and

intelligently applied, it differs as much, from the point of view

of interest alone, from the dictionary and grammar method a- a

game of che^ss does from th • task of memorizing a string of his-

torical dates. Secondly, it is not guesswork, but involves reason-

ing of the highest possible kind. Mathematical very

largely after the following model: £ — B, B == C, therefore

A = C. But in being told that A B and B we have also
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told that A • C. In mathematics the quaesita are already

mtained in the data. A mathematical problem in which such
the ease would be impossible of solution. But in master-

intelli.g< nily a Greet or Latin text, all the data are not given;
tudenl is required to construel by his own reasoning powers

i which are wanting. The question of probability enters
nstantly into bis reasoning, and this is the very kind of mental

trainingthat the 9tudenfe emphatically needs. In the life prob-
lems which be will have To solve, the data are only given in part,
''"' wholly, as in mathematics; and the reasoning required is
the very kind which the proper study of Greek tends to develop.

Again, as to vocabulary, if the student develops the meaning
a word for Inn, self, he will be unlikely to forget it, and even

; he assign to a word the wrong meaning, the principle of
POntrfts1 will tend as strongly to keep the true meaning in his
mind, after -neb meaning has been learned from the dictionary,

'ally it he endeavors to detect some error in his chain of
reasoning. And the subsequent reading and understanding of"" passage in the Greek will also tend to indelibly impress* the
"'"""- "' :1 vvord upon his mind; especially as he has learned

" m its connection with other words, for no word has a stereo-
yped meaning, but one that is influenced by the proximity of

otlu r words and by its own position in the sentence.
'• 3tv> ;l ^ '" its practicability, of course a working vocabulary

'•'• ll hundred words is a useful antecedent to the proper
!' l

' l,,

:

i " 1 "" "»' *e 1 "" 1 "" 1
-

a vocabulary which the student is
d

;

V supposed to have mastered in the preceding exercises;
"' 5ucL :i pabulary and the necessary grammatical pre-
;"• there

;•
iv very few, if any, sentences" in either Greek

eh"* ;i moderately intelligenl pupil cannot prepare
'-- translation. The process may be at first a

g and somewhat dimculi one, but both the length and the dif-

';: '"." ; "l to decrease in geometrical progression, if
nt Practico is maintained. I, is the natural method of an--'

0i how many English words have we obtained
h '": Ae dictionary, or from having been directly

T' ""' ,,M '""'"- of " ll *™rds of any language
,»'"" of the words of our mothering*!"!

'•'••
\y ^tudy of the circumstanc s under which

;

"'.", fnd.a^am, it i8 only in this way, by depending-d ^Pensin Vlth extraneous aid, that -the studenl
thcro11^ ^stery of the Greek language. The

""""• of a student struggling for nine or
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ten years with the language, and then b ing unable to under-

stand without dictionary aid an unseen passage of a Greek or

Latin author, is a standing commentary ou the ustlessness of

the ordinary methods.

Now, with reference to our pupil's course in Greek literature,

the proper arrangement and gradation of authors is of eminent
importance. We should be guided also by the fact that the litera-

ture of the language naturally divides itself into six parts, three

being comprehended in the prose and three in the poetry of 1 1 1
•

language. These division-; may be tabulated as follows:

Prose. Poetry.

1. Narrative. Corresponding to 1. Epic.

2. Oratorical >- "
2. Dramatic.

3. Philosophical.
'" "

3. Lyric.

The above differ amongst themselves with regard to both style

and vocabulary, and we should regard it as essential that our pupil

should become a thorough master of one of the above divisions

before proceeding to one higher, that he should be able to read

and write prose at sight before attempting poetry. His first

attempt should be in connection with narrative prose. The
writer here takes the opportunity of registering his protest

against the practice followed in English-speaking countries of

reading short excerpts from certain books, and then proceeding

to deal with matter entirely different, taking, for example, the

second book of the Anabasis, and then the fourth book of the

Iliad. The reader does not master the style of one author before

being hurried into the midst of some work of another author,

whose style and vocabulary may lie widely different from the

author last studied. The result is to draw the pupil's attention

entirely away from the matter and concentrate it entirely upon

the form, a proceeding which paralyzes interest, and therefore

prevents proper mastery of the form itself. Attention should be

concentrated fully upon the matter, the form is then unconsciously

and without effort acquired. The pupil should first thoroughly

master narrative prose. Each book read by him should be read

in its entirety; he should begin at the beginning and continue to

the enl. Nay, it is even desirable that he confine his attention

to one author until he has read all his works. Each author has

n style peculiar to himself, and you might also say a sub-style

peculiar to each particular work. Now in reading a book writ-

ten in a foreign tongue, the chief difficulty for one who is moder-
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..rlv familiar with the language is to master each author's sub-

lc and style. This done, the rest is easy, and the more he

tiliniwusly of his author the greater becomes his mastery

lo. Interruption, however, the proceeding from one author

to another, destroys this continuity and hinders progress. Under

m of
i

roceeding by shorl excerpts, no author's style, not

. en the sub-style of any particular book, is ever, even dimly,

unders !, to say aothing of being mastered; so this point of

eulty is 1" inp c dtinually presented to Greek student-',

o must shape their reading by the curricula in force in Eng-

lish-speaking countries.

The pupil, then, should confine his attention at first to narra-

tive prose, to one author, and to one book at a time. Now, after

the pupil has read his introductory reading-book, which by this

time has served it- purpose, he might with profit be introduced

to Xenophon, both because the works of this author are compara-

tively easy reading, and also because he has composed treatises

which belong to the oratorical and philosophical divisions, as

well a- to thai of pure narrative. His narrative works might

now be read in the following order: (1) De Re Equestri

imrinv) an interesting treatise on the horse and horseman-

ship; (2) The Cynegeticus ( xuv?jysTixos), a fascinating -trea-

tise on hunting; (3) The Cyropaedia; (4) The Anabasis;

(f>) Tin Hellenica. The above works are arranged in the order

of familiarity which the English reader may be presumed to

have with tie subjeel team t of each. The Hellenica is put list,

it is written in a decidedly less interesting style than are the

< thers mentioned. After reading the works of Xenophon, Thucy-
dides should then ]» attempted, and his History of the Pelopon-

nesian War read from beginning to end. Then a new departure
Toiihl he maele, and the entertaining narratives of Herodotus
placed before tl ider. Bere attention should be directed to

dialectic peculiarities of Herodotus, and great light will now
he thrown upon the earlier forms of the Greek language, and
,l " readi r will notice that many of the forms with which he has
become familiar have been derived from earlier ones by the pro1

contracting a final vowel of a stem with the initial vowel
"' an ending. In Herodotus also there should be no piecemeal
work, hut the whole ofiiis charmingly interesting history should

Plutarch's ' Lives" mighl next he read, as an example
later Greek, and also of the way in which the Greek spirit

ed by tie Roman conquest. The course in narrative

be concluded by the reading of the New T. sta:
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ment in the original, as an example of what is known as Hellen-

istic Greek, i.e., of Greek as used by the millions of the Eastern

Empire who were barbarians by birth, but who used Greek for

literary and commercial purp< - s.

The above would constitute a fairly thorough course in narra-

tive Greek prose. If studied after the manner outlined, it

would ensure that the student should become thoroughly at home

in this department of the Greek language; it will now be time for

him to attempt oratorical and afterwards nhilcso^hical Greek

prose. It is unne.'i ssary for the writer to outline a list of author-

to be read in these two departments, or in the different divisions

cf poetical literature; the pupil has now become so thoroughly „«t

home with repaid to the language, ami so imbued with "the spirit

of the inetho 1 employed, that he may be safely left to make his

own selections. A few words f advice might here be tendered,

however. As Xenophon's narrative prose introduced us to that

division of Greek literature, so, since with his style we are already

familiar, his oratorical work and philosophical works might

form our introduction to those departments of literature

respectively. As an introduction To philosophical prose (using

the term in its broadest sense—relating to the science of man

)

we might read the works of Xonophon in the following order:

(1) The Oeconomicus, relating to the administration of a houa

hold: (2) The Hiero (uucov'v Tvpawinoz)
;

<:5) The Respub-

lica Laceda-moniorum and Respublica Atheniensium {A.7to\ij£ux

and (A. noXireia)
; (4) The De Vecti^alibus {nepi npoaodoov);

(5) The Symposium, or Banquet of Philosophers)
; (6) The

Memorabilia of Socrates, in four books. The first four of the

above relate to household, or to political economy, the last two

to ethics. In connection with oraten-ical prose, Demosthenes

should hold the same place that Thucydides does in narrative

prose, while Lvsias, for obvious reason-, would correspond to

Plutarch. In epic noetry, the Iliad and Odyssey of Homer might

constitute the entire course.

Now the above may appear to comprise a very formidable cur-

riculum, and if taken according to the piecemeal plan—one book

of Xenophon, then a book of Homer, then a few chapters of Thucy-

dides, then an oration of Demosthenes—could not be covered in

an ordinary lifetime. Followed in the manner which has bun
indicated, however, it should be covered in a comparatively sh< rl

time. After the Xenophon has been read, the Thucydides and

Herodotus should, after the initial difficulty with regard to style

has been overcome, be read with almost as much ease and rapidity
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as one would read a book written in his vernacular. Practically

all the words will have been met, either in simple or compound
form, and occasional new words will be readily understood from
the context ; and the pupil will be so familiar with the process of

sight reading, thai Ids subsequent course should afford him
nothing but pi' asure.

Now. except in respect to narrative prose, the above course

might he varied to suit individual tastes. If a person should

decide that a thorough knowledge of Greek narrative prose should

mark the limit of his progress in Greek, he might now turn his

attention away from this particular department of knowledg
,

feeling that he has made a permanent acquisition: that he has the

wer of reading and understanding with ease any Greek narrative

author. He has imbibed, to a certain extent, the spirit of Greek

literature, and can d< Bcribe definitely to himself and to others the

amount ami character of the progress that he has made in the

Greek tongue. Another may have no desire to have a specialist's

knowledge of the language, hut merely a broad, general culture

in tin same, lie may choose to omit some departments of its

literal ure in which he takes no pleasure, hut may apply himself
to one or two departments, say. to Epic or Lyric poetry, or both,

while a third may desire to read one or two authors in each of the

departments. All should, however, have the thorough prelimin-

ary grounding in narrative prose, and what-vo. sib equent read-

in. they may do, they should not deviate from the practice of

din- an entire work of one author at a time. The one who
de-ire-, however, to he a specialist in Greek, will save time and
trouble by following the plan outlined.

Th< humanist of the Middle Ages, Erasmus, was the one
who first drew attention to the advisability of arranging the
•lassi al author-, to he studied in an ascending orderof difficulty.

And one greal cause of controversy between the Jesuits /ml the
Port Royalists was with regard to the very question of excerpts

«m ire author-. The Jesuits were concerned with form
They aimed at producing fluent speakers and not deep

!
' Royalists aimed at training both intellect and

hen i considered matter a- more important than form. Con-
' !iv ,,l »' Jesuits read short extracts from different Latin

how The Port Royalists read entire authors. The different
new arc well indicated by the different means employed.

tli regard to formal grammar, little has been said The
r

'

' '
'• would not be regarded as advocating the aboli-
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tion of grammatical studies, merely their postponemenl imtil the

pupil has made a reas mable acquaintance with the Language its<

It might be here remarked that attention to the facta of grammar,

other than the few points which have already been dwelt upon,

is not necessary either to the understanding of a language nor

the appreciation of its literature. Knowkdgi grammar is

not a necessary antecedent to the knowledge of any tongue. Which

was evolved first in the order of Nature, the language or tl

grammarian? In fact, the best linguists are those who have m;

tered a language without reference to its grammar. But, of

course, the Greek specialist will wish to understand the languag

both from a literary and scientific standpoint. Such a one, hav-

ing mastered the language, may then be introduced to the rytudy

of its grammar. The scientific analysis of an already-mastered

language is interesting and easy for the pupil, for he then reo

nizes facts with which he is already familiar, bu1 properly

analyzed and classified; and a few short weeks, or ;it the most

months, suffices for an intelligent mastery of what, if presented

out of its natural place, would require almost as many weary

years to be even faintly and imperfectly understood. The study

of formal grammar should not begin, until at least, I he course

in narrative prose, outlined above, has been completed.

With regard to Drose it might be mentioned that (he course

in re-translation should not. after the first book has been read,

be continued pari passu with subsequent reading, Certain por-

tions, of course, should be selected for daily .practice in prose

composition; but the reading should become in time much too

rapid to admit of written transcription into English, and then

again into Greek. In time, passages from English authors should

be selected fur translation into Greek, and even original composi-

tion might profitably be attempted. It will be observed that all

the composition hitherto mentioned .has been in^ontinued pros?.

No notice has been taken of the short sentence, which forms the

staple for present-day composition. Of it mention will shortly

be made.

The formal study of the Greek grammar, conducted, of con

for scientific and not utilitarian purposes, should proceed along

the lines of inductive reasoning. By careful observation an 1

analysis of the tcxt^ read, the student should form his own

grammar, and the teacher should, by judicious guidance, en-

deavor to have the synthesized efforts of the studenl obtain the

following general result: (a) A scientific analysis of the alpha-
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bet, loading up to the general principles of contraction, elision,

crasis, accentuation, etc.; (6) the noun. Hove, throughout, care-

ful attention should be bestowed upon the case endings as dis-

till i from the stem. The final arrangement should be (the writer

indicates the classes by certain nouns which may be taken as types

of their respective classes): First declension, (Mass 1, vinrj

;

Glass 2, Ttelpa
; Class 3, ixoUxsa. Second declension, Class 1,

odos; Glass 2, dcopov. Mixed firsl and second declensions, Class

]. 7eo\fTrfS\ Class 2, veavias. . Attic second declension, Class 1,

Ae'ca?; Class 2, ctvaoyeoov. Third declension (here the classirica-

tion should follow ihe general division of the alphabet), Class 1,

mute stems; Sub-class 1, n mute stems; Sub-class 2, n mute stems;

Sub-class 3, n mute stems; Sub-class 4, v\ stems; (a) preceded by
". as \icov : (h) not preceded by o, as yiyaSy Sub-class f>, neuter
nouns with stems ending in a r mute ; Class 2, Liquid stems; Class

; r stems; Sub-class 1, masculine or feminine nouns, as rpu'/pt^

;

Snip class 2, neuter nouns, as opos ; Class 4, Vowel stem ; Sub class 1,

invariable vowel stems, as i'xduS ; Sub-class 2, variable vowel stems,

ro\is, affrv ; Ciass 5, Diphthongal stems, as fiocGiXsv*. After the

regular noun should follow contract nouns in the three declen-

qs; and lastly irregular nouns. Next should follow the adjec-

tives, classified as follows: 1. Adjectives of three terminations,

firsl and second declensions. 2. Of two terminations, second

declension. :>. Of three terminal ions, third declension. 4. Of
two terminations, third declension. 5. Of three terminations,

firsl and third declensions. 6. Contract adiectives. T. Irregular
a Ijectives. Then should follow the formation pf adverbs from
adjectives and the comparison of each. In connection with the
vi rb, the aim should be to separate the verb into stem (varying
with the tense), stem-vowel, and personal ending. Six distinct

\ -i. in- of personal endings should be distinguished, viz., primary,
ndary and imperative in both active and middle voices. Then

the contrad verbs in the present and imperfect tenses should be
- nted. Then the verbs in //? (three tenses). After the

rb. the pronoun (on account of its great irregularity) should
with, and lastly/the numerals, in each ease dealing with

nlar forms first, irregularities and exceptions afterwards.
With regard to syntax, the following classification should be

aimed at

:

1. The X'ollll,

a. Nominative Case.
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( 1) The Word Noun. b. Genitive

f, Accusative

d. Dative.

i . Vocative.

( 2) The Clause iSTonn.

//. The Indirect Statement.

A. Definite. i>.
" " Question.

r. •• " Command.

B. Indefinite. ( aVTOth subjunctive in primary, and

optative without civ. in secondary

s< qui nee.)

2. The Adjective.

(1) The Word Adjective, a. Agreement with noun.

b. The case of the adjective

modifying two or mere

nouns.

(2) The Clause Adjective, a. Definite.

b. Indefinite.

8. The Verb.

(1) In a cirect statement. a. Indicative mood.

h. Subjunctive "

c. Optative

(2) In a direct question.

(3) In a direct command.

(4) The verbal adjective in rios.

ft. Pergonal construction.

b. Impersonal

4. The Adverb.

( 1
) The word adverb.

(2) The phrase adverb.

( 3) The clause adverb.

.1. Definite.

a. Purpose Clause.

b. Result

c. Time

(1. Conditional
"
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e. Concessive! ?) (xainep with participle).

/'. Cause.

g. Place.

//. Manner.

I. 1 )egri e.

I>. [ndefinite.

5. Tin- Sub-Clause (i.e., a clause in a second or further degree of

subordination).

a. !n indirect narration.

b. In other constructions.

6. [rregular Constructions.

The above is necessarily in the vaguest outline, and Merely
indicates the general plan to be followed. In connection with t&3
syntax, as may he s« en by the above very compressed classification,
the method differs greatly from others. Any attempt in the
present paper to deal with this portion of our subject would pro-
long the paper to an undue length. His method of dealing with
Greek syntax the writer has elaborated in minute detaiF in a
separate paper, which might conveniently form an appendix to
the present thesis.

Each separate subdivision of the syntax should be followed by
an exercise of short English sentences to be turned into Greek,
these being introduced here for the first time. It will be noticed
that bv this, the ordinary arrangement of short sentences in the
I

rnnan stage, followed by continued prose in a subsequent fitage
" ! the student's progress, is reversed. The short sentences, as
before mentioned, afford no help to the student in the actual
handling m the Greek text. Their place is accordingly here,
win re the grammar is studh d for the value attached to the process
< I scientific classification. They are not regarded in this method

furthering the practical purpose of intelligently understanding
the Greek language and appreciating its literature.

I he method, which has now been outlined, the writer has spent
years in elaborating. The present paper is a compendium

"' ;l "''•

;

!l lin,nl " '
' f notes which he has from time to time taken,

partly the remits of his teaching experience. So far as somewhat
limited opportunities would allow, he has submitted his theories

I of actual practice, with results which at auv rate were
r

-

v t0 himself. One objecth n, amongst many' which may
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possibly be urged, lie hastens to anticipate, namely, that the

method demands too much from the teacher, and could not be

adopted except by v trained specialist- It is for such that the

method has been outlined; nor is it too much to expect that a

province, where the value of scientific pedagogy is recognized,

will provide scientifically trained specialists in, at any rate, its

larger centres. Finally it may be said that the method aims at

arousing the self-activity of the pupil ; at leading from the vaguely

realized, through the careful examination of particulars, to 'the

definitely understood. It aims, especially, at making the enjoy-

ment of Greek literature possible for him who wishes such, with-

out compelling him to pay, as its price, a lifetime of laborious toil.
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